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Abstract
Often SDRB’s (Superdeformed rotational bands) are
observed in regularly spaced gamma ray hanging
transitions, especially in A~60, 80, 130, 150 and 190
mass regions[1-2].However there are many problems unresolved like assigning spin, parity, identifying excitation
energies relative to their ground state. This is due to nonobservable discrete linking transition between SD states
and normal deformed states. In previous studies VMI
equation was used to assign band head spin value
calculated directly from experimental spectra[3-4].
Recently we had reported ∆I=1 staggering in signature
partner pairs in A~190 mass region[5].This was limited
to only eight pairs ( Hg, Tl and Pb isotopes), among the
twenty signature partner pairs identified, because
experimentally known interlinking transition energies
were available for these pairs. Signature partner pairs are
two identical bands with fixed signature α leading to deexcitation of certain pairs of bands influenced by
neighboring nuclei. This was often observed in discrete
state nuclei with extreme gamma ray energy values.
Among the signature partners, transition energies in one
band fall very close to midpoint energies of adjacent
energies. Usually ∆I=1 staggering has been observed in
normal deformed nuclei (called as signature splitting). In
SD bands ∆I=1 staggering [6] is different from the ∆I=2
staggering because relative excitation between signature
partner bands are not observed in latter. The favoredspin
in staggering pattern depends on signature quantum
number r=eiαπ defining the admissible spin sequences in I
= α ± 2n (n=0,1,2…). Usually two signature partner
bands, with r=+1 (α=0) and r=-1 (α=1) in even mass
nuclei and r±1 (α=±1/2) in odd mass nuclei are observed
which is separated by signature splitting energies. ∆I=1
staggering is relative to the displacement of the energy
levels with odd spin (I=1,3,5) and even spin (I=2,4,6)
rotational bands.

Several studies reports ∆I=2 staggering with transition
energy sequences differing by two units of angular
momentum with displacement relative to each other[7-8].
Their spin(I) levels follow I=I0+2, I0+6, I0+10…pattern
which is relatively displaced with its neighboring bands
I= I0, I0+4, I0+8....
In this paper we have focused on ∆I=1staggering of
signature partner pairs and also∆I=2staggering in Hg, Tl
and Pb isotopes in A~190 mass region of SD bands.
Similar to normal deformed bands staggering
phenomenon in SD bands may be due to significant band
mixing and Coriolis force interaction between the
transition energies[9]. Further research working is under
process it to give explanation for staggering in SD
bands.
Calculation
∆I=1 staggering in signature partner pairs of SD
bands :Several studies have used ∆2Eγ(I), which is the
difference between the average transitions I+2→I→I-2
energies in one band and the transitions I+1→I-1
energies in its signature partner pairs[6,10]. In Fig.1 the
staggering in signature partner pairs is presented in terms
of energies in staggering index formula S(I)[11] defined
as,
𝑆 𝐼 =𝐸 𝐼 −𝐸 𝐼−1
𝐸 𝐼+1 −𝐸 𝐼
−

+ [𝐸 𝐼 − 1 − 𝐸 𝐼 − 2 ]
2

∆I=2 staggering in SD bands: In SD nuclei, the gamma
ray energies are only known experimental information
from which transition energies and angular momentums
were determined. ∆I=2 staggering pairs were identified
as those differing with two units in angular momentum.
The staggering is determined by the fourth derivative of
the transition energies Eγ(I) at a given spin(I) by,
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Many authors have used this equation for calculation
∆I=2 staggering. [8,12,13].From this equation,∆I=2
staggering examined directly from experimental spectra
of 22 isotopes for Hg,Tl and Pb SD nuclei in A~190
mass region. The staggering plots for selected cases are
shown in Fig.2.
Result
The ∆I=2 and ∆I=1 staggering pattern in some selected
SD nuclei are shown in figures. ∆I=2 staggering shows
large amplitude staggering patterns starts from low
values and gradually increasing with spin values. ∆I=1

examined in eight signature partner
Pb isotopes in A~190183
mass region
through staggering index formula. They are: 193Hg (band
1) and 193Hg (band 2), 191Tl(band 1) and 191Tl (band 2),
193
Tl (band 1) and 193Tl (band 2),195Tl (band 1) and 195Tl
(band 2), 196Pb (band 2) and 196Pb (band 3),197Pb (band 1)
and 197Pb (band 2), 193Hg (band 3) and 193Hg (band 4),
193
Pb (band 5) and 193Pb(band 6).Most of the signature
partner pairs shows large amplitude staggering.
Staggering patterns observed in SD bands in A~190 mass
region are similar to normal deformed bands where
Coriolis force plays an important role[9]. Further studies
in this area are required to confirm these findings.

Figure1:∆I=1 staggering pattern of signature partner pairs of selected SD nuclei in A~190 mass region
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Figure2: ∆I=2 staggering pattern of selected SD nuclei in A~190 mass region
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